
business
on the go



your mobile
executive suite MAKING YOUR JOURNEY A SUPERIOR EXPERIENCE

With a Prevost corporate conversion, any requirement or event you face, in whatever 
location will be met with polish and flair. All the comforts of home combined with  
the functions you need to stay connected make a Prevost corporate conversion coach 
the comfortable, luxurious and mobile solution. 

BUILT THE WAY YOU WANT IT

Travel and work the way you want. A Prevost corporate conversion can be meticulously 
planned to exceed your specifications, like generous space, isolation from exterior 
noise, specialty equipment and optimal light and temperature control.

MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE

If it requires a mobile workplace, a Prevost specialty conversion can be designed to 
fulfill the purpose. If you need it, we can make it happen; from medical clinics, corporate 
control centers, mobile marketing studios, to political campaign headquarters.

ULTIMATE-CLASS DRIVING

No wonder drivers love taking a Prevost on the road; their stability, handling and quiet, 
ultra-smooth ride rivals the feel of the world’s leading luxury automobiles. 

QUALIT Y & SAFET Y

Prevost corporate conversions are designed to withstand the rigors of commercial appli-
cation. They combine the lasting performance of integral chassis/body construction with 
heavy-duty components to ensure optimal safety, durability and longevity. Along with 
safety innovations like Electronic Stability Program (ESP) and Prevost AWARE Adaptive 
Cruise Braking, you can get from one location to the next with ease.

VERSATILIT Y

A Prevost conversion coach can be designed to fulfill a variety of purposes, all of which 
make life or work on the road more comfortable and productive. 

Wherever you are, we’re there for you.  
We’ve got you covered whether you’re near or far.

Unparalleled Service

The Prevost Parts & Service Network surpasses any other network in North 
America. It includes 10 Prevost Parts & Service Centers throughout the US  
and Canada, more than 175 Prevost trained and certified Service Providers, 
Prevost Action Service System (PASS) for 24/7 live phone support, over 
30 Service Trucks to meet you where you are, and a team of Field Service 
Managers for urgent response.

The Red Carpet Leads to Prevost

The Prevost Red Carpet Service Policy is designed with your needs in  
mind. Customer lounges offer amenities to let you get work done as well 
as overnight parking, electrical and water hookups and other convenient  
services that turn your down time into productive time.

A Warrant y for Real Peace of Mind

Prevost’s comprehensive 24-month, bumper-to-bumper warranty ensures 
long-term confidence and peace of mind.
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